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Reward and recognition of your Public 
Engagement: An introduction 

Our review suggests a disjuncture as many in academia believe that public 
engagement is part of their role and others, including research funders, expect 
them to treat it as such, but public engagement is rarely formally recognised as 

part of an academic job.” Reward and Recognition of Public Engagement, 
People, Science and Policy, 2009 

Why does recognition matter? 
Reward and recognition is a key way in which you can demonstrate to staff and students that your 
institution genuinely values public engagement. In many HEIs staff and students feel they get little 
or no recognition for the work they do around public engagement, evidenced for instance in the 
Royal Society’s 2006 report ‘Factors affecting science communication by scientists and 
engineers’. 
If people feel that their career prospects are not improved (or are even sometimes jeopardised) by 
engaging with the public then many of them will choose not to. Small steps can make a big 
difference in terms of encouraging engagement enthusiasts and convincing novices to give public 
engagement a try. 

What institutions can do 
There are a variety of ways in which institutions can recognise the public engagement activity of 
their staff and students. Here are some you might try: 
 

MAKE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PART OF APPRAISAL AND PERFORMANCE REVIEWS 

Your university could review its appraisal processes and develop a policy to ensure public 
engagement is recognised in relevant role reviews. 
 

INCLUDE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT IN RELEVANT JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

Your institution could conduct a systematic review of its role profiles and integrate public 
engagement into relevant roles. 
 

INCLUDE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT IN PROMOTIONS CRITERIA 

Public engagement could be an explicit part of the promotions criteria at your institution, and 
recognised as a legitimate career pathway. 
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CELEBRATE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 

Your university could celebrate public engagement with high profile awards; formal and informal 
recognition could be offered at school, department or research group level. 
 

ENCOURAGE AND INCENTIVISE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY 

You could encourage public engagement activity by offering incentives. These could be as simple 
as small bursaries. More profound change can be effected by ensuring that public engagement is a 
legitimate activity in workload planning. 
 

What next? 
Use our self-assessment tool to explore what you’ve already achieved and what more you could 
do to develop effective recognition from public engagement in your own institution. 
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Self-assess your support for public engagement 
We’ve created this simple tool to help you assess how your institution is currently performing in 
this area, and to begin to identify areas where you would like to see progress. 
We have described four ‘states’ to describe an institution’s progress towards embedding support 
for engagement: 
• Embryonic: Institutional support for engagement is patchy or non-existent 
• Developing: Some support has been put in place, but in a relatively unsystematic and non- 

strategic fashion 
• Gripping: The institution is taking steps to develop more systematic and strategic support 
• Embedding: The institution has put in place strategic and operational support for 

engagement 
 

Instructions for use 
You can use the tool in numerous ways, for example: 
• You could fill it in individually, relying on your own knowledge of your institution; 
• You could use it as part of a workshop with colleagues and other stakeholders; 
• Or you could invite a number of people to fill it in individually and then bring them together 

to compare their perspectives. Comparing different departments across an institution can be 
a powerful exercise. 

While the levels presented here assume that embedding engagement brings benefits to an 
institution, some may choose not to seek to embed it in all of the areas identified in the tool. In 
some instances, informal and emergent approaches may be preferred to formalised and 
embedded ones. 
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 RECOGNITION  
FOCUS EMBRYONIC  DEVELOPING  GRIPPING  EMBEDDING  

PE is featured in 
appraisal / 
performance 
review 

PE does not feature 
formally in university 
appraisal processes; 
there is no central 
policy for this 

Some departments 
feature PE as part 
of performance 
review; there is no 
central policy for 
this 

Many departments 
feature PE as part of 
performance review; 
but there is no central 
policy for this 

The university has 
reviewed its appraisal 
process, and developed a 
policy to ensure 
recognition for PE is built 
into its performance 
review processes 

PE is included in 
relevant job 
descriptions 

PE does not feature in 
job descriptions 

PE features 
occasionally in job 
descriptions 

PE features consistently 
in some types of job 
descriptions but not 
others 

The university has 
conducted a systematic 
review of its role profiles, 
and integrated PE into 
relevant roles. There is a 
good understanding from 
managers of the 
competencies required for 
engagement 

PE is included in 
promotions 
criteria 

PE does not feature in 
promotions criteria 

Some departments 
recognise PE as a 
legitimate activity 
in considering 
promotion, but on 
a case by case 
basis 

Some departments 
recognise PE as a 
legitimate activity in 
considering promotion, 
and do so on a formal, 
systematic basis 

There is a university wide 
policy to recognise PE 
within relevant 
promotions criteria 

PE activity is 
celebrated 
through awards 
and prizes, and 
recognised 
informally  

No prizes or awards 
are offered for 
engagement activity. 
There is little or no 
informal recognition 
offered to staff for 
their engagement 
activity 

Some awards / 
prizes are offered 
at a departmental 
level, but these are 
not high profile 

Some awards / prizes 
are offered at an 
institutional and 
departmental level but 
these are not high 
profile. Some 
departments offer 
informal recognition to 
their staff for their 
engagement activity 

PE activity is celebrated 
with high profile awards, 
and through a range of 
informal mechanisms, such 
as internal 
communications 

PE activity is 
encouraged, 
incentivised and 
reflected in 
workload 
planning 

Few or no incentives 
are offered for 
engagement activity, 
and there is little 
encouragement for 
staff or students to get 
involved 

Some departments 
offer incentives 
(e.g. conference 
fees; sabbaticals, 
mini-grants) on an 
informal basis 

Some departments 
offer incentives (e.g. 
conference fees; 
sabbaticals, mini-
grants) on a formal 
basis, and acknowledge 
PE within workload 
planning 

Most departments offer 
incentives to support staff 
and student involvement. 
PE is a legitimate activity in 
workload planning for 
relevant roles 
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Story of change- Reward and Recognition at 
UEA 
Introduction 
Reward and recognition is widely recognised to be a key challenge for institutions who are seeking 
to embed public engagement. ‘Factors affecting science communication by scientists and 
engineers’, the influential Royal Society report published in 2006, revealed how few scientists felt 
that they were supported in pursuing public engagement. What this report and others show is that 
there is a significant amount of public engagement underway in most HEIs, often going on ‘under 
the radar’. 
It’s not necessarily a case of expecting staff to start engaging with the public – but conveying the 
message that you value what they are already doing, and this involves reviewing how you 
recognise and reward staff and students for working in this way. 
This section tells the story of how one beacon – CUE East, at the University of East Anglia – went 
about tackling recognition for public engagement. It also draws on the experiences of other 
beacons and universities who have tackled this area. 
 

Review the current level of recognition 
Like many of the beacons, CUE East decided at the outset to conduct a baseline survey to get a 
better picture of how staff at UEA perceived the challenges and opportunities presented by public 
engagement, and to help inform their emerging strategy. The survey covered many areas – but a 
key element was how well staff felt supported and recognised for the engagement activity. 
The survey revealed that although there were significant amounts of PE going on, it was widely 
perceived that the institution didn’t value it. You can find out more about how CUE east 
conducted their survey in our case study and read the final report here. As a result of the survey, 
CUE East pressed ahead with a number of projects to systematically change key areas of the 
university’s processes to try to embed more effective reward for PE 
 
Other approaches 
A number of other universities conducted similar baseline surveys to inform their activities. UCL 
commissioned an external agency to conduct theirs. This is the final report. 
 

Celebrate PE activity through awards and prizes 
One of the first areas that CUE East tackled was the creation of an individual prize for Public 
Engagement. Introducing the CUE East Awards was a relatively straightforward undertaking that 
created opportunities to acknowledge the contribution of staff and students. The awards made a 
real difference in recognising some of the hard work put in by those involved in public 

http://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/how/case-studies/qualitative-baseline-survey
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engagement and helped to raise the profile of public and community engagement. Find out more 
about how they created the prize, the impact it had and the lessons learnt in our case study. 
Alongside formal prizes, the opportunity to celebrate success in other ways is also really 
important, with internal communications playing a key role, for example CUE East regularly 
publishes a Newsletter to showcase public engagement work. You can find out more in the 
Communication section. 
Other approaches 

“Recognition is important, we don't give a lot of prizes, but we do read out a lot 
of nominations.” Steve Cross, Head of UCL Public Engagement Unit 

The UCL Public Engagement Unit also quickly set up an award for Public Engagement, with 
similarly positive results, with the Annual Provost’s Award for Public Engagement, for more 
information see our case study. 
The Manchester Beacon has approached reward and recognition in a range of innovative ways. 
See the Celebrating and Showcasing Public engagement case study to learn more about their 
annual summit and see our case studies; Early Career Researcher Awards and Science Community 
Awards to learn more about how they integrate training into their PE awards. 
As well as events and prizes, supporting ambassadors or champions at all levels also conveys very 
strong messages about how the institution values public engagement. You can find out more in 
the Leadership section 
 

Include PE in promotions criteria and job descriptions 
A more significant challenge was posed to the CUE East team by their ambition to change the 
promotions criteria at UEA, to ensure that public engagement was properly recognised within 
them. 
Promotions criteria provide perhaps the most tangible evidence of what the institution values as 
‘core’ to delivering its mission. For CUE East – as for other universities who have taken this route - 
the journey proved challenging, with a number of twists and turns. 
One of the lessons learned for instance, is that any change to promotions criteria may be 
challenged by unions, who are keen to protect staff from additional responsibilities or duties being 
added to already large workloads. Another is that changing the criteria themselves can be quite 
straightforward: but getting promotions boards to implement these criteria and overcoming 
challenges around measuring excellence in engagement can be much more difficult. You can find 
out more about CUE East’s experiences in our case study. 
 
Other approaches 
We have pulled together a selection of job descriptions from across the beacons and beyond, 
which illustrate ways in which public engagement can be integrated into staff roles: 

https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/case-studies/cue-east-awards
https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/support-it/planning-change/communication
https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/case-studies/ucl-provosts-award-public-engagement
https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/support-it/planning-change/leadership
https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/case-studies/embedding-recognition-public-engagement-promotions-criteria-uea
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• All Departmental Heads across Manchester Metropolitan University have this clause written 

into their roles: promoting public engagement as a key element of community involvement. 
• CHI+MED Post-doctoral research assistant job description: here 
• Edinburgh University has integrated PE in a range of job descriptions, click here to download 

examples 
• See this sci-comm jobs blog for 300+ science communication job descriptions. Include public 

engagement in relevant job descriptions 
• Cardiff University have created three new University Research Institutes and all new 

members of academic staff have the following in their job descriptions: 
– To prepare reports, publications, monitor outputs against targets and disseminate 

research findings using appropriate media and to represent and promote the Institute 
and its research at internal and external events where necessary 

 

Feature PE in appraisal / performance review and in workload planning 
The final piece in the jigsaw for CUE East involved tackling how PE was reflected in UEA’s appraisal 
process, and in workload planning. A key innovation here was a tool to help staff track their 
engagement activity, an online ‘Engagement Tracker’ allowing individual members of UEA to 
record their engagement activities. The tool was developed because it was recognised that the 
recording and monitoring of engagement activity was patchy across the university. The tracker is 
currently being piloted and evaluated. 
 
Other approaches 
Cardiff University has integrated public engagement alongside knowledge transfer into appraisal 
and performance reviews at all levels of staff roles: 
• At Lecturer (Grade 6 and 7) and Senior Lecturer (Grade 8), these are: 

i. Participate in activities which promote the School and its work to the wider University 
and the outside world, e.g. open days, organisation of public lectures and other events, 
contributions to public consultations, public policy, etc. 

ii. Participate in and develop external networks e.g. facilitate outreach work, obtain 
consultancy projects, secure student placements 

iii. Extend, transform and apply knowledge acquired from scholarship to teaching, 
research and appropriate external activities 

• At Reader, and building on those above, these are: 
iv. Developing range of external activities/involvement in policy advice/consultancy etc 
v. Participate in activities which promote the School and its work to the wider University 

and the outside world. 
• At Professor, and building on those above, this is: 

vi. Maintain extensive external activities/advice/consultancy/public 
understanding/capacity building/policy/patents and intellectual property 
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Issues and challenges 
There are various issues or challenges which cut across this area that it’s worth being aware of. 
These include: 

BUREAUCRACY 

There are real dangers in treating public engagement as another bureaucratic requirement; it 
should be enjoyable and inspiring for everyone involved. If badly designed, reward and recognition 
schemes can take the enjoyment and spontaneity out of engagement and so prove counter-
productive. For many staff, public engagement is something of a private pleasure: they do it from 
strong personal conviction, and they see it sitting outside their formal institutional responsibilities. 
Such staff may not necessarily welcome their engagement being ‘bureaucratized’. See the ’Public 
Culture as Professional Science’, Final report of the ScoPE project (Scientists on public 
engagement: from communication to deliberation,’ Kevin Burchell, Sarah Franklin and Kerry 
Holden, September 2009. 
 

INCENTIVES 

Financial incentives are one option, but it does not have to be exclusively about monetary reward; 
in many cases attention and verbal recognition can be as big a persuader as monetary reward. 
Making staff feel that the time they spend on engagement is valued is the critical thing to aim for. 
 

TIME 

Care needs to be taken to ensure that reward and recognition is not overly time consuming, or just 
another ‘box to tick’. Conversations about it should reflect on the purpose and the outcomes 
achieved – and how these relate to the departments and the institutions wider strategic 
objectives. You can find out more in our Mission section. 
 

INNOVATION 

It is also important the criteria for recognition are not too restrictive or prescriptive as this will 
reduce innovation. Engagement can take many forms and it is important that people do not feel 
punished for preferring one form over another. And don’t forget that doing public engagement is 
often driven by individual passion. The key is finding ways of stimulating the passion and not 
frustrating it. 
  

https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/support-it/planning-change/mission
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LEARNING 

Learning and development is as much a part of the story as reward and recognition: find ways to 
explicitly link conversations about reward with conversations about personal development, and 
explore ways that staff and students can continue to develop their skills and understanding. You 
can find out more in our Learning section. 
 

FORMALITY 

Recognition does not always need to be formal to be effective; you can do a lot informally to get 
the message across that PE is a priority.  
 

Potential challenges 
Recognition raises a number of tough issues that you will probably need to address. These include: 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

any changes to promotions criteria or to job descriptions need careful negotiation with staff and 
with unions. Although many who work in universities are sympathetic towards engagement, they 
will challenge additional formal expectations or requirements being placed upon them. 
 

EQUITY 

our action research project revealed that heads of department face a number of challenges in how 
they balance who in their department is engaging with the public, for how much of their time and 
the knock-on impacts on other staff members. 
One problem is that public engagement work cannot be equally allocated, for many reasons: some 
academic staff work on topics and issues which are easier to fund externally; partnerships and 
external relationships can be built more easily around some issues; and some individuals have a 
natural affinity to work with people and organisations externally. Public engagement requires 
enthusiasm, passion, and the ability to foster relationships built on trust. These attributes are not 
evenly distributed within departments. 
At the same time, if some individuals are spending a lot of time ‘outside’ the university, there are 
knock on impacts for the department, for instance in covering their teaching load. Download the 
action research report from our publications page to find out more. 
  

https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/support-it/planning-change/learning
https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/resources
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GENUINELY CHANGING CUSTOM AND PRACTICE 

Although it can be relatively easy to change the paperwork – e.g. promotions criteria – this is no 
guarantee that those who are responsible for implementing them (e.g. promotions committees) 
will necessarily implement the changes in the ways you would hope. 
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Resources and Links 
A number of influential reports and research projects have been run which explore the topic of 
reward and recognition in depth: 

Excellence in Science: Survey of factors 
affecting science communication by scientists 
and engineers, The Royal Society, 2006 

The Royal Society established this study, with 
the support of Research Councils UK and the 
Wellcome Trust, to provide evidence on 
current attitudes and practice among 
scientists. A representative sample of UK 
researchers, at different stages in their 
careers, completed an online questionnaire 
and took part in interviews to establish the 
level of current ‘outreach’ activity, and how 
such activities were perceived. 

Reward and Recognition of Public 
Engagement, PSP, 2009 

A review, commissioned by BIS as part of the 
Science for All consultation in 2009, examining 
the impact of reward and recognition schemes 
for public engagement 

Beacon gathering, 2010 Hosted by the Manchester Beacon the day was 
designed to explore reward and recognition, 
learn about the event and download a 
summary of discussions here. 

Public Culture as Professional Science: Final 
report of the ScoPE project (Scientists on 
public engagement: from communication to 
deliberation, Kevin Burchell, Sarah Franklin 
and Kerry Holden, September 2009 

This report is the outcome of a three-year 
research project conducted from September 
2006 to August 2009 to provide a data- led, 
sociological analysis of the understandings, 
views, perspectives, judgements and 
experiences of scientists working in the life 
sciences with respect to public engagement 
and public dialogue. 
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Contacts 
Name: Julie Worrall 
Name of organisation: CUE East, UEA 
Email: Julie.worrall@uea.ac.uk 
Telephone: 01603 591567 
Website: http://www.uea.ac.uk/ssf/cue-east 
 
 
 

mailto:Julie.worrall@uea.ac.uk
http://www.uea.ac.uk/ssf/cue-east
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